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SPECIALIST UPDATES ONCOLOGY

Specialists to make bids for GP referrals
on new website tackling 'bill shock'

Patients 'will hear from between three and five specialists', says CEO

Specialists are being invited to compete for patients' GP referrals under a new venture
designed to drive down their fees.

Known as Patient Connector, the website sends out GPs' open referrals to local
specialists.
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While the patient’s identity is not revealed, the specialists are invited to submit their
fees along with details of their waiting times.

The patient then chooses the specialist they want.

The system was launched in Sydney last year but is now being rolled out nationally.

It will be integrated with Topbar, part of the Pen CS so�ware package used by 7900
GPs.

Related news:

Mind the Gap: 20-year-old launches website listing GP gap fees
Doctors cast doubt on joining specialist fees website

“Patients upload their referral and results, then de-identify the data so they become a
50-year-old male, for example," says Tess van der Rijt, the CEO of Patient Connector.

“We guarantee they will hear from between three and five specialists.

“We find that’s the right number for patients – it provides choice, without
overwhelming them with choices.”

Patient Connector says it makes its money by taking a percentage of the fee charged
by the specialist who wins the patient’s business.

GPs won’t be able to see the messages the specialists send to the patients, says Ms van
der Rijt

“It is purely between the patient and the specialist.

“It’s why specialists are signing up because they can maintain commercially
confidential information.

“We started with surgeons, but our newest focus is on cardiologists, with a few other
specialists signing up as well.”

Ms van der Rijt says Patient Connector asks patients a�er their appointments if the
fees and wait lists were as promised to ensure specialists aren’t slugging patients with
hidden costs.

The agreement with the makers of Pen CS means Patient Connector will run in the
5700 GP clinics who currently use this so�ware.
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